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Batman has access to a number of tools to aid him in his role as the ultimate crime-fighting badass. These include four move sets—vigils, takedowns,
takedown-oriented combat moves, and stealth moves—as well as five gadgets, which are also used as defensive moves in combat. Unlike previous
games in the series, The Bat is a story-driven game rather than an action-adventure game. It features a complex crime-driven plot line with a variety
of villains that each have their own motives, making the narrative more complex and interesting than the previous games. The Bat also features a
larger and more open-ended campaign compared to previous games, which allow players more freedom and to customize their playstyle as they wish.
To balance out the larger campaign, there are side missions in which the player fights opponents as a vigilante in order to gain Batman's ability to use
the Batcave's gadgets. Plot In the beginning of the game, Bruce Wayne is dissatisfied with his retirement life in Wayne Manor and his new millionaire
lifestyle, which he feels lacks genuine personal development. He decides to return to his former life as the Batman, albeit with a more focused
persona, instead of a vigilante with the goal of saving Gotham City. With the help of the computer-assisted Cyborg, he returns to Gotham City to
investigate several acts of crime, and encounters the mysterious and powerful new vigilante known as "The Bat". The Bat quickly strikes a deal with
Batman to join forces in order to bring down the local drug lords in Gotham, though Batman finds it hard to trust The Bat. The Bat offers Batman the
chance to help him, to which he agrees reluctantly. As the story progresses, it is revealed that The Bat is the same person that murdered Harvey Dent
and framed him as the criminal "Two-Face" in the previous game, thus prompting Batman to vow to bring the mysterious vigilante to justice. It is also
revealed that Commissioner Gordon, under pressure from Mayor James to curtail violence in Gotham City and his own desire to become Gotham
City's chief of police, has decided to conceal the truth of Two-Face's identity. The Bat's gang, The Strangers, have subsequently begun to take
advantage of the public's fear and panic. As the story continues, Batman and his allies attempt to uncover the truth behind the Strangers' actions, as
well as The Bat's reasons for joining forces with Batman, culminating in a huge finale. Development The Bat was developed by Armature
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